
HELLO, I AM HYUN-JIN FROM SOUTH KOREA
and have been studying at Nelson College for Girls since 2013.

The reason I came to New Zealand was to study English. I was only 15 years old when I heard about the country called “New 
Zealand” through my agent.  I had absolutely no idea where New Zealand was and to be honest, at first I was not interested 
at all. However, I soon decided I would like to study in New Zealand and wanted a city without too many Korean students.  
Some of my Korean friends had gone to study in big cities where they only made Korean friends and could not make the local 
friends. The agent introduced me to Nelson College for Girls. Nelson is small but very safe and does not have many Korean 
students. In a big city, there are lots of Korean people and other international students so the school cannot really focus or 
help everyone but at Nelson College for Girls, we have just the right ratio of international students and so you can get help, 
make lots of kiwi friends and speak more English.

School life at NCG: First of all, the biggest difference between Korean high school and NCG is that we can choose the subjects 
we want or need for our future. We have three members of staff in the International Department. Our Dean is in charge of 
helping us to choose the subjects and making sure that we are on the right track for the future and she has given me lots of 
help for my university next year. Also, sometimes the timetable might have a clash so we may need to take  another subject 
instead. This happened for me at the beginning of this year and I was worried I might have to give up on my music. However, 
my Dean rang the music teacher at Nelson College and arranged for me to study music there. This was possible because the 
girls’ and boys’ colleges share the senior curriculum. She is very organised and helpful and always makes the best suggestion 
for the international students.

Another international member of staff helps me with finances and any documents I need and always drops everything to help 
me whenever I need help. She encourages me and supports me all the time. The international staff in our college are more like 
big sisters than just teachers. We gossip sometimes and they understand students from their heart, not just with their mind.

Homestay and Boarding House experiences at NCG: I first stayed in the Boarding House at NCG which gave me a great 
chance to make lots of kiwi friends in different year groups. Also, it was very meaningful for me to experience the different 
culture of corporate life with the local sisters. Now, I’m in homestay accommodation as I wanted to see what the homestay 
life is like. The Homestay Coordinator interviews us every term and asks about school, homestay and anything she might be 
able to help with. She is very friendly and always tries to find the most suitable host family for each student. I love where I 
am staying and my host mother treats me like her real daughter.

So in conclusion: I believe that even when we make the best choice, we always wonder at some point. I am still a  teenager, 
and although Nelson is quite small, I have been able to travel around and see more of New Zealand in the holidays. When I 
look back and think about where I am now, I am so pleased that I did not move school or leave Nelson. It  hasn’t always been 
easy but I insist if the school, teachers, host family and friends did not support me, I wouldn’t be here today in this position. I 
learned and gained a lot from Nelson College for Girls and I hope that more Korean sisters will also come to Nelson College 
for Girls and take even more than I did to become brilliant people.


